Brand & Model

Lengths

Quick Description

X

ATOMIC
Atomic Vantage W 74

146, 152, 158

X

Atomic Vantage 95

162, 170, 178, 186

X

Atomic Vantage 85

157, 165, 173,181,

X

Atomic Vantage W 95

154, 162

X

Atomic Vantage W 85

149, 157, 165

Atomic Backland FR 109

175, 182, 189

Atomic Backland FR 102

164, 172, 180, 189

Atomic Backland FR W
109

159, 167

X

Atomic Backland FR W
102

156, 164

X

Atomic Infamous

151, 161, 171, 176

The Atomic Vantage X 74 W is a confidence-boosting all-mountain system ski for
female skiers who spend most of the time on piste. Groomers, here we come!
The Atomic Vantage 95 C ski is perfectly balanced for hard pack and soft snow.
With a 95mm waist width it’s the second widest model in our progressive allmountain Vantage series - a ski to take skiers anywhere, any time. This ski is
truely all-mountain.
If you want an all-mountain ski that really performs on the piste, you’ll love the
Atomic Vantage 85. It’s an easy-to-handle option that works all over the whole
mountain
Mountain
in tip
tail all combining
to make
Vantage
85
The AtomicAllVantage
95 Rocker
C W is our
topand
progressive
all-mountain
ski for
women.
seriously
versatile.
It
has a 95mm
waist width and distinctly wide footprint for performing in any
snow and on any terrain. This ski is truely all mountain.
The Atomic Vantage 85 W is the perfect choice if you like the piste but love
dipping into the powder. It’s the smaller-waist option in our popular Vantage
series – progressive all-mountain skis built to be great on hard pack and equally
good in soft snow.
The Atomic Backland FR 109 ski delivers the very best in Big Mountain powder
performance. It’s built for charging in deep snow and chop with total
confidence.
If you’re looking to explore the entire mountain in search of deeper snow, the
Atomic Backland FR 102 ski is your ideal companion. At the same time the
pronounced camber underfoot ensures optimum edge grip and makes the ski
super versatile on hard and mixed snow, too.
We’ve built the Atomic Backland FR W 109 ski for women skiers who rip in
powder. It’s the top ski in our new range of freeride powder chargers –
successors to the popular Century range
The Atomic Backland FR 102 is an easy-going powder ski that’s also versatile
enough to deliver top performance on hard pack, and a wide 102mm waist
mean it handles the groomers no problem.
the Atomic Infamous is our fully loaded Park ski. Inspired by Jossi Wells and built
to match the vision of the X Games star, Infamous is all about soft flex and
outstanding toughness. When it comes to getting creative in the park, the
Infamous is just the tool for the job.

X

ARMADA
Armada JJ 2.0

The ski that changed men’s powder riding forever returns with its trademark fl
otation, edging and all around faceshot-making, deep-snow-buttering fun. The J
J 2.0 embraces its heritage as one of the most-awarded, and biggest, developme
ntal leaps in skiing history and carries it forward in 16/17.

Armada TST

The TST’s party-in-the-front-business-in-the-back mentality makes this the most
versatile men’s ski in our lineup: ready to chase powder, punch through the
crud and give groomers the business on the way back to the lift. A rockered tip
gives you the float you’re looking for, while a flat tail is backing you up with
power and stability.
Boasting the lightest construction of our 16/17 Invictus line, the Invictus 85 is
also the quickest edge to edge. Lively, fun and effortless to put on edge and
drive through a turn – point this ski downhill and let it take care of the rest.
Great all mountain ski that can rip the groomers!
This particular one comes in a 93mm width, providing it with extra versatility
across the mountain with improved soft snow performance. This all mountain
ski will take you anywhere you want to go.
Pow turns have never been as fun and easy on this iconic women’s powder ski.
Super playful and lively thanks to a Hybrid Ultra-Light Core, the VJJ 2.0 begs to
hit your favorite tree stashes before ripping the hardpack on the way back to
thewhatchyalike
lift.
Do
with this, the most versatile women’s ski in our lineup. Chase
powder, punch through the crud and drive through turns – the TSTw’s EST All
Mountain Rocker handles it all and with a Hybrid Ultra-Lite Core it stays as
playful as you are.

X

Armada Invictus 85

X

Armada invicta W 93

Amada VJJ 2.0

Armada TST W

BLIZZARD
X

Blizzad Brahma

166, 173, 180

X

Blizzard Black Pearl

145, 152, 158

X

Blizzard Bonafide

173, 180, 187

The Brahma is the go-to ski on days when cold temps and dry spells make for
firm snow conditions. Roll them over on groomers thanks to Brahma's camber
underfoot bookended by rocker in the tip and tail. Have fun carving turns on ice,
blasting through crud or floating on fresh because of Carbon Flipcore
Technology
The Black Pearl is the backbone of the women’s freeride line and intermediate
to expert women rave about the fun this ski dishes out on a daily basis. the
Black Pearl is the most versatile ski in the Blizzard women’s line up. On
groomers, in the trees, through bumps and in powder, the Black Pearl performs
in every type of terrain
This do-everything ski includes a 98mm waist. The Bonafide is the most versatile
ski in Blizzard’s Freeride lineup. You can spend almost everyday next winter on
the Bonafide and you won’t regret it.

DYNASTAR
Dynastar Powertrack 84

162, 169, 176, 183

Combining the best elements of modern freeride and all-mountain ski design,
this breakthrough new one-ski-quiver provides a huge sweet spot, keeping you
firmly balanced in the driver's seat across all terrain and snow conditions.

Dynastar Powertrack 79

159, 166, 173, 180,

A progressive five-point sidecut allows for powerful carved turns that engage
quickly and release with ease in any snow condition, providing the consistent
yet playful versatility and control that sets a new all-mountain standard. Equal
parts power and playfulness, maneuverability and control

FISCHER
Fischer Pro mountain 80Ti 150, 157, 165

Fischer Ranger 98Ti

172, 180, 188,

Fischer Ranger 90Ti

165, 172, 179

One of the most dependable and versatile skis in Fischer's new Pro Mountain
collection! With an 80 mm waist and Air Tec Ti, Wood Core construction, it falls
right in the wheelhouse for intermediate to advanced level skiers all over the
globe.
Testers gave the 98-mm-waisted ski high scores for playfulness, lower for
carving and stability. The tips are light and stay on top of powder with this
smooth and consistent ski.
Reliable performance in all terrain: powder, piste and rough terrain – the
Ranger 90 Ti gives you stability in every situation. Thanks to Carbon Tip and
Sandwich Sidewall.

HEAD

X

Head Strong Instinct Ti

156, 163, 170, 177

Head Pure Joy

143, 148, 153

ICELANTIC

The mid-fat Strong Instinct Ti is an easy-riding all-condition carver for
intermediate skiers who class the entire mountain as their learning ground.
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performs from the park to the peaks then the Nomad 95 is the ski for you!

Icelantic Nomad 95

161, 171, 181

Icelantic Nomad 105

The Nomad 105 is Icelantic’s flagship model, best-selling ski and the foundation
of the Nomad Freeride Collection. Its 105mm platform and bombproof
construction,
allows
for great
floatation
and stability
all over
The new beefed
up Nomad
115
is a big mountain
freeride
ski.the
Themountain.
additionalThis
181
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FUN!
deepest pow and conquer the biggest lines.
The Pioneer 96 is our one-ski-quiver, with the versatility needed to excel in any
166, 174
condition the mountain has to offer. Its rockered tip and tail combines with
7mm of camber underfoot and a poplar core make this ski snappy, responsive,
and stable at speed.
The Pioneer 109 is a powerful all-mountain ski that can handle the soft stuff as
166, 174, 182
well as it handles groomers. True all-mountain performance in a slightly wider
The new Sabre 89 is a precise all-mountain carving machine. Its tapered shape
164, 174
ski, and ready for any conditions.
combined with a rockered tip, 9mm of camber underfoot and flat tail, creates a
ski
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in ski
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outexcels
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aggressive
stance in any condition, while the rockered tip and substantial
sidecut makes carving on groomers and cruising through varied terrain a cinch!
The iKonic 80 ski features a redistributed dual wood K2 Konic construction with
163, 170, 177
a lightweight and lively Aspen at its center; while it has a denser and more
powerful Fir over the edges. The intuitive K2 Konic Technology and all-mountain
design of the iKonic 80 makes skiing in the resorts all day long noticeably more
enjoyable with unbeatable performance, regardless of the conditions or terrain.
The Pinnacle 88 is a streamlined version of the K2 Pinnacle 95 freeride ski, with
170, 177
all the guts of its bigger brethren. Have you been looking for that mythical
bridge between resort skiing and freeride nirvana? Thoughtful, low-density
Clayton
Vila and Sean
collaboration,
the K2 Poacher
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liveliness.
accented this ski’s energetic and easy-to-ski aspen core with hardware in the tip
and tail for even better durability.
The K2 Press packs more pop and ollie power into an affordable model, built for
149, 159, 169
the emerging park skier. We’ve put our signature Triaxal Braiding to work in a
unique Park Flex pattern alongside a naturally easy-to-ski aspen core, and this
142, 149, 156, 163
Forgiving
and easy to maneuver,
ski’s
Catch-Free
Rocker
and weight
ultra-light
ski’s cap construction
offers a bit this
more
forgiveness
and
a lot less
to fuel
composite
core keep
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fresher than morning yoga. Softly rounded tip
rapid progression.
Park
andlegs
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and tail ease into turns to remind you how much fun it is to fly downhill any
season, and classic cap construction ties this delicious piece together – the Luv
75 is the complete package for all-mountain explorers.

Icelantic Nomad 115

Icelantic Pioneer 96

Icelantic Pioneer 109
Icelantic Sabre 89
Icelantic Oracle 88

K2
K2 Ikonic 80

K2 Pinnacle 88

K2 Poacher

K2 Sight

K2 Press

K2 Luv 75

161, 171, 181

K2 Luv Boat 105

163

K2 Alluvit 88

156, 163

The new Luv Boat 105 comes packed with Bioflex Konic construction, embracing
the proven benefits that Konic and Nanolite tech bring to our men’s freeride
skis with the female-favorite combination of aspen and paulownia wood core.
Your new big-mountain life vest, the Luv Boat 105 was designed to keep you
afloat and cruising however the tides may turn.
the AllLuvit 88 slims down and bridges the gap between versatile freeride and
confident all-mountain skiing. We don’t throw the term “women’s-specific”
around lightly – the AllLuvit 88 was built for the lady shredder who stuns the
slopes in deep powder, over fresh cord, and through wily bumps alike.

LINE

X

The new Sir Francis Bacon is a refined, everyday ski that delivers an even better
all-mountain ride – the kind of ride that made this ski famous in the first place.
Floating powder and caving hard pack all with a buttery feel.
Designed by LINE pro Andy Parry and our expert engineerds using real
experience and real math, the Tigersnake is the most thoughtfully tech-filled
and lightest all-terrain freestyle ski on the market at such an affordable price.
Our signature Carbon Ollieband™ adds even more pop than you thought
possible
Sick Day 110 is the Jeff Curry-inspired crowd favorite for conquering the slack
country, backcountry, and hardpack. Let this ski’s lively aspen and tough maple
core composite carry you from first bell to last call, or take it out of bounds to
taste what LINE pro Andrew Whiteford calls the “perfect combination”:
lightweight for slogs and boot packs, and able to hard-charge the steepest lines.

Line Sir Francis Bacon

178, 184

Line Tigersnake

157, 164, 171, 178

Line Sick Day 110

172,179, 186

Line Sick Day 95

165, 172, 179

Slightly more rigid than the 110 and 102, the 95 is an all-mountain ski poised for
speed and bred for steepness both on piste and all over the resort.

Line Supernatural 92

165, 172, 179

Line Pandora 95

152, 162

the Supernatural 92 is LINE’s best medium-width ski for handling all of those
hardpack pucker moments and far more. A descendant of the legendary
Prophet Ski Series this ski takes it to the next level. Its freshly streamlined shape
makes for smooth-as-butter turn initiation and release as well as forgiving edgeto-edge transfer without the talkback
We’ve wrapped a resilient and dampening yet lightweight Aspenlite™ core in a
streamlined cap-sidewall hybrid construction and fine-tuned the skis’ shape
with five different radius shapes blended together. The LINE Pandora 95 has a
Symmetric Flex™ that’ll float through powder pockets and our high-end sintered
base poised for clean carving and hot laps on piste.

MEIER
Meier Big Nose Kate 92

155, 165

With its minimized traditional camber & early rise tip, tight turns are effortless
from stash to stash. Like its namesake, this ornery cuss of a a ski takes nothing
and leaves nothing, ripping through any terrain with dexterity and grace.

Meier The Doc 108

174, 184

Meier Quickdraw 88

166, 171, 181

Meier Wild Bill 98

175, 185

Meier Big Hoss 104

185

An outlaw in the backcountry. The Doc, with its minimized traditional camber &
early rise tip makes for an awesome all around everyday ski. It’s designed to
carry you through anything that nature dishes out. It writes the rules. Just like
history’s favorite gambler.
Our new frontside carver. Want to lay it over till you drag your shoulder? Want
to have such a solid feel under your ski boots that you feel like you are attached
to iron rails? This is the ski designed specifically for you.
Wild Bill was gunned down in a card game, but his legend lives on. he Wild Bill is
a great all mountain ski utilizing Meier’s camRise camber technology and
absolutely kills it in the backcountry!
One of the new models we are introducing into our 2016 line, the Big Hoss is
the big dudes answer to the "turny" big mountain hard pack ski. Transfer power
effortlessly from edge to edge while storing the energy for that explosive turn.

NORDICA
X

Nordica GT 78

160, 168, 176

The GT 78 is designed for intermediate to advanced skiers looking for a product
that aids progression and provides performance as skills improve. It’s an easy to
use every day ski, ready for all mountain adventure and fun with friends.

Nordica Belle 88

145, 153, 161

Nordica GT 80Ti

162, 168, 174

Nordica Patron

185

Nordica Enfocer 100

177, 185

Nordica Enfocer 93

169, 177, 185

Nordica Sentra 3

144, 152, 160

Nordica La Nina

169

Nordica Santa Ana 100

161

Nordica Santa Ana 93

153, 161

At 88mm underfoot the Belle 88 has got enough float for soft stuff, and plenty
of sidecut for laying it over on the hardpack. For skiers who do it all, this is your
new one ski quiver.
the GT 80 was built for any advanced to expert level skier looking for an every
day all mountain frontside ski. Featuring the new lightweight dual metal torsion
bridge construction, oversized tip and versatile tail shape, it’s a hard snow
ripper with off trail versatility. Carving focused, power and stability, with
versatility.
The
Patron is a flat out legend. Built with gamechanging Powder camROCK, a
High Rise Profile, a blunt nose tip design and a genius sidecut of 143/113/132,
it’s easily the most versatile powder ski on the market, superior at speeds, surfy
yet stable, and euphorically versatile. It makes every day a best day, from the
backcountry to the chairs.
Sporting a 100mm waist for versatility, a full wood core sandwiched between 2
sheets of metal for power and stability at speed, a blunt nosed tip to blast
through crud, and a low rocker profile for full edge contact on hard snow
conditions, the Enforcer is built for those that love to ski. Smooth Powerful
Playful Ski everywhere with confidence.
New for 2017 is the debut of the ENFORCER 93, a slightly narrower version of
the award winning Enforcer, with a shape of 126/93/114. Its smooth, powerful,
and playful feel makes this ski one of the most balanced skis we have ever built.
From the hardpack to the pow, this ski is an absolute blast.
Balance, confidence, versatility and support—those are the watchwords of the
SENTRA 3, a ski system specially designed to help recreational skiers go
owder
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onCore
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This
ski brings lightweight performance to a higher level with a damp metal like
perfect.
feeling that gives you confidence, and provides that extra level of edge grip
when the snow conditions get firm.
A lively freeski for females who want hard snow performance combined with
soft snow flotation. Its balsawood core provides a stable metal like feel for hard
snow conditions, while its unique lightness increases flotation and playfulness in
soft snow. From groomers to powder this ski is sure to make you smile.

ROSSIGNOL
Rossignol Super 7 HD

172, 180, 188

Rossignol Soul 7 HD

164, 172, 180

Rossignol Sky 7 HD

164, 172, 180

Rossignol Experience 84

162, 170, 178

Rossignol Experience 77

152, 160, 168, 176

Rossignol Smash 7

140, 150, 160

Rossignol Sassy 7

140, 150, 160

Rossignol Soul 7 HD W

162, 170

Rossignol Sky 7 HD W

162, 170

Combined with our patented Air Tip technology; Powder Turn Rocker profile;
lightweight paulownia wood core construction; and 116mm waist width, the
new Super 7 HD offers effortless floatation, steering, and speed control in the
deepest
powder
youpatented
can find.Air
NoTip
matter
where the
snowTurn
takesRocker
you, whether
Combined
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profile;
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lightweight
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core construction;
andfuture
versatile
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width,
the new Sky 7 HD offers an ultra-lightweight blend of all-mountain versatility,
effortless float, and accessible backcountry performance. No matter where the
snow takes you, whether resort-based or backcountry bound – the future of
freeride is here.
Experience 84 HD blends the heart of a high-performance carving machine with
a smooth, effortless freeride feel. It's racing DNA meets freeride. Precision and
power meets effortless float. It's everything you need for the ultimate one-skiquiver. The entire mountain awaits
With the heart of a frontside carver and an easy freeride feel, the EXPERIENCE
77 is the all-mountain benchmark for intermediate skiers. Now featuring
revolutionary Air Tip technology; our most versatile blend of rocker and camber.
the Smash 7 supplies lightweight agility and enhanced durability for freeride
dominance. Powder Turn Rocker delivers fatigue-free manueverability,
SASSY
7 is steering
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skimaking
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andall-mountain
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A real-deal
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future hard-chargers
supplies lightweight agility and enhanced durability for freeride dominance.
Powder Turn Rocker delivers fatigue-free manueverability, effortless steering
and instant speed control, making powder skiing easier and more fun.
lightweight paulownia wood core construction; and 106mm waist width, the
new Soul 7 HD W is the ultimate fusion of lightweight backcountry innovation
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RMU
A tribute to the birth place of american skiing, Vermont, with almost 90%
camber underfoot and a progressive turn radius the P802 is designed to rail
turns and bite into hard pack. The early rise tip and twin tail allow the ski to rise
The Apostle powers the skier through adverse snow when engaged and is
on softer snow and provide surfy feel on powder.When edge control is a must
playful when skied over center. The five point design really defines this as an all
or carving turns in preferred the P802 is progressively designed to rail.
mountain charger. There are five different widths running down the length of
the ski; these varying widths allow different portions of the edge to engage in
varying snow conditions. Being named after the rugged Apostle peaks in
Colorado, this ski embodies what a Rocky Mountain skier needs to charge in the
backcountry.
Keeping true with the original five point design and progressive side cut gives
this ski more effective edge contact than ever. From variable hard pack, moguls
and powder the Apostle 98 has commanding edge to edge transfer ability and a
surfy feel when on softer snow. The versatile size and contemporary
construction of the Apostle 98 make it viable weapon for all season charging.

RMU P802

178

RMU Apostle

175, 185

RMU Apostle 98

175, 185

RMU Noth Shore 2.0

185

RMU Professor 2.0

185

RMU Junia

162

RMU Valhalla

172

The Valhalla is a brand new women’s specific ski. Loosely based on our North
Shore, the Valhalla is a hard charging big mountain powder slayer. Its 104mm
waist combined with its blend of rocker tip and tail and camber underfoot
makes it a perfect addition to the RMU line. We are continuing our
uncompromised backcountry trend for the strong lady shredders of the world. It
is not “shrinked and pinked,” but rather designed by a wide range of women
athletes, pros, and patrollers.

Salomon Qst 99

167, 174, 181

Salomon Qst 92

161, 169, 177, 185

X

Salomon Qst 85

161, 169, 177

X

Salomon Lux 92

153, 161, 169

X

Salomon Myriad 85

153, 161, 169

Whether you're looking for a beefy ski for those late-season touring missions or
an everyday hardpack charger, this willl provide the stable platform you've been
searching for, and you've got an all-mountain machine chomping at the bit to
tackle wherever your day may take you.
porting a healthy dose of versatile tip rocker and a power platform, you'll be
busting through crud, lacing zipper lines, and arcing turns on the groomers like a
With
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the tight turning radius will have you arcing turns like a former collegiate slalom
racer.
Thanks to a quick turning radius, the QST Lux is equally at home in the back
bowls and on frontside groomers, while the Hook-Free Taper and Koroyd tips
keep your legs feeling fresh long into the afternoon.
A narrower footprint isn't always a bad thing, and the Salomon QST Myriad 85
Skis are a testament to that notion. Whether you're just discovering backside
bowls or need an everyday ski for the East Coast, the Myriad 85 features a
healthy dose of nose rocker up front, and a stable, cambered section underfoot
for arcing turns and blasting chop with ease.

Big mountains, big lines and dynamic engineering. The North Shore challenges
the daunting while leaving the skier in control.The North Shore is a
Destined for the deep, the Professor charges the untracked. Float and a
progressively engineered ski for the big and burly lines.
commanding yet playful flex allow the Professor to turn any powder day into an
artistic
session.
A 95
deceptive
and 10%
stiffer than
previous
Our
all new
Junia
is the gomaneuverability
anywhere doanything
women’s
specific
weapon.
versions
makes
theallprofessor
ski for
chargers
as own
well as
embodies
Lady rippers
from
over the aworld
wanted
their
version
of ourthe
award
progressive
society
RMU.
winning
Apostle
andthat
we is
have
answered their call. The Junia has a 95mm waist
with a perfect blend of rocker and camber. This multi-faceted tool holds an
edge when you need it, plows through crud, and floats in the fluff.

SALOMON

VOLKL
Volkl One

176, 186

Volkl 100Eight

173, 181

Volkl 90Eight

163, 170, 177

Volkl 100Eight W

157, 165

Volkl 90Eight W

156, 163

The Völkl One, with a shape of 138-116-130mm, is designed for skiers who want
a powder ski that they can also ski in chopped up crud, wind blown snow, and
even crust. The early taper in the tip and tail allow the skier to maneuver with
almost no effort. A playful powder ski for easy, drifty turns.
A 141-108-124mm shape, flat tail, Full Rocker, Smart Early Taper, and a
relatively open radius all combine to make this a top rated product for the skier
seeking an all mountain freeride ski that can handle variable snow and
groomers
alike.
the
90EIGHT
is an incredibly versatile all-mountain ski that handles anything
from bumps, to trees, to groomers, and even powder and crud. The early-taper
sidecut and open radius allow you to steer it anywhere you want to go and rip
up the mountain with an easy, cruisy feel.
Its 141- 108-124mm shape, flat tail design, Full Rocker, Smart Early Taper, and
an open radius combine for a smooth, playful ride in a variety of conditions,
from deep powder to groomers
the 90EIGHT W is ideal for the skier who wants a nimble, easy-handling ride
without sacrificing smoothness and stability. No matter what mother nature
hands out, this ski is a go-to. It’s maneuverable in soft and variable snow, yet
has plenty of punch for the groomers.
..00000000

